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2035, 3 June. Ecuador National Park - Galapagos Division - San Cristobal – Station 4 (Scalesia Zone)
Virtual Field Journal of Victoria Delgado, Ecuadorian Park Ranger:
A future without the use of fossil fuels seemed possible on Ecuador’s Galapagos Islands – until the storms hit!
Storms powered by monster El Niño systems in 2031 and 2032 caused death and devastation throughout the
islands. The destruction of wind farms and solar power plants also destroyed the achievements of the
Ecuadorian Government’s Zero Fossil Fuel Initiative (0FFI).
Energy demands had increased due to a fast growing population and increased tourism. After facing many
fossil fuel problems, and in danger of losing World Heritage Site status, the government had started the 0FFI.
The 0FFI had shown major progress with alternative energy projects. But after the storms, we feared we
would depend on fossil fuels again.
My job is to protect and preserve this isolated “living museum and showcase of evolution.” After the storms,
recovery was the top priority. However, my main concern was the total collapse of our native Scalesia daisy
trees. A bare Scalesia Zone on the largest populated island, San Cristóbal, is upsetting because there is little
hope of restoring the fragile trees.
The United Nations’ Committee for Sustainable Energy (CSE) and major global energy companies paid for
0FFI’s most recent plan: a biomimicry project – creating energy inspired by nature’s patterns and strategies.
The project was already underway with the purchase of newly designed manmade energy trees to replace the
outdated wind and solar projects. When the energy trees arrived at the beginning of our storm recovery
efforts, the Scalesia Zone was the only available cleared land. Thousands of 3D printed energy trees were
installed in the northern half of the Scalesia Zone.
Viewed from a distance, the 3D trees resemble the Scalesia daisy trees, so we nicknamed them E-Daisies. The
E-Daisies were to be moved to the wind and solar sites when the land became available. However, the success
of the trees in the current location has caused the CSE to reconsider. We rangers and environmentalists want
the CSE to move the E-Daisies as soon as possible. We insist the Scalesia Zone be used only for habitat and
species restoration. Local farmers and developers also want the fertile land in this area.
The E-Daisies average 1.5 meters (5 ft.) in height and form a thick canopy of nanoleaves, allowing maximum
absorption of the sun. Nantenna collectors convert both visible and invisible radiation into electricity even in
wind, rain, dense fog and at night. 3D printed nanoleaves, stalks, and branches are made with high-quality
thermoplastics from renewable resources. Crystals in the thermoplastics become tiny generator ribbons that
change moving energy into electricity. Energy travels down the 3D printed trunk where an energy storage
system stores and converts produced energy before it’s dispersed throughout the island. The E-Daisies are
able to withstand extreme weather.
So now I find myself a ranger of a manmade “forest.” The E-Daisies face the same threats as the Scalesia trees.
Animals dig into the fertile soil in search of the tasty guava plant. Wild goats, cattle, and even tourists wander
into the forest. At this point, the E-Daisies are quite efficient, but do not produce as much energy as the
previous wind and solar production. CSE and its global investors are considering options, determined to turn
setbacks into opportunities for successful biomimicry energy development. To me, success is measured by the
least disruption to flora and fauna.
******************************************************************************************
Today the CSE and Ecuador’s president announced the next phase of 0FFI to be completed by 2045. E-Daisies
will be part of the biomimicry plan (inspired by nature’s patterns and strategies.) Future Problem Solvers
are asked to analyze the energy concerns within this rare environment, then develop an Action Plan that
details how to advance biomimicry energy development in the Galapagos.
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Airport destroyed – airport officials request expansion into south Pampa Zone
Wind turbines destroyed—clean-up in progress
Current installation of Energy Trees (E-Daisies)
Rangers attempting restoration of Scalesia forest
Farmers and ranchers dealing with aftermath of storms
Proposed hotel expansion for eco-tourism
Destroyed Solar Power Plant—clean-up in progress

